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Discover the next generation of interventional cardiology training with CAE CathLabVR. Leveraging industry-leading realism 
to maximize confidence and training time, CAE CathLabVR helps learners and practitioners master foundational cardiac skills. 
With state-of-the-art feature, such as true physics-based wire and catheter interactions as well as easy-to-design and -share 
customized curricula, CAE CathLabVR is the perfect solution to practice common to complex cardiology cases.

See what customers are saying
“ For those learning interventional cardiology, nothing else on the market comes 
close to matching the realism and ease of use of the new CAE CathLabVR 
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) experience. The immersive environment 
helps students feel like they are in a real cathlab. I am excited that CAE continues 
to innovate and deliver simulation realism that ensures my students have amazing 
learning experiences.”  

—Dr. Markus Böbel, CardioTrain, Germany

Advancing the scope of practice
Within minutes, instructors can design and share customized cardiac 
training curricula to meet their learners’ needs. From educational content 
to realistic tools, CAE CathLabVR is equipped with everything needed to 
master the core skills of PCI procedures.

Extensive Case Variations
Practice more than 31,000 unique, self-
directed, competency-based experiences.

Meeting learners where they are
Study cardiovascular conditions with:  

Microsoft HoloLens 2
Witness lifelike immersion with a 
realistic, moving C-arm.  

Instructor-Built Scenarios
Unmatched instructor control and ease  
of use to customize scenarios for learners.

Technical  
Specifications

Dimensions
Transport case: 11.02” H x 32.58” W x 18.40” D (28 cm x 82.8 cm x 46.7 cm)
Laptop: 1.7” H x 15.7” W x 12.5” D (4.32 cm x 39.9 cm x 31.6 cm)
Simulator box: 3.25” H x 46.75” W x 4” D (8.3 cm x 118.8 cm x 10.2 cm)

Weight
Base unit: 11.2 lbs (5.1 kg) 
Transport case with equipment: 50 lbs (23 kg)
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